In this paper, we briefly describe two enhancements of the cross-pair similarity model for learning textual entailment rules: 1) the typed anchors and 2) a faster computation of the similarity. We will report and comment on the preliminary experiments and on the submission results.
Introduction
Results of the second RTE challenge (Bar Haim et al., 2006) have suggested that both deep semantic models and machine learning approaches can successfully be applied to solve textual entailment. The only problem seems to be the size of the knowledge bases. The two best systems (Tatu et al., 2005; Hickl et al., 2005) , which are significantly above all the others (more than +10% accuracy), use implicit or explicit knowledge bases larger than all the other systems. In (Tatu et al., 2005) , a deep semantic representation is paired with a large amount of general and task specific semantic rules (explicit knowledge). In (Hickl et al., 2005) , the machine learning model is trained over a large amounts of examples (implicit knowledge).
In contrast, Zanzotto&Moschitti (2006) proposed a machine-learning based approach which reaches a high accuracy by only using the available RTE data. The key idea is the cross-pair similarity, i.e. a similarity applied to two text and hypothesis pairs which considers the relations between the words in the two texts and between the words in the two hypotheses. This is obtained by using placeholders to link the related words. Results in (Bar Haim et al., 2006) are comparable with the best machine learning system when this latter is trained only on the RTE examples.
Given the high potential of the cross-pair similarity model, for the RTE3 challenge, we built on it by including some features of the two best systems: 1) we go towards a deeper semantic representation of learning pairs including shallow semantic information in the syntactic trees using typed placeholders; 2) we reduce the computational cost of the cross-pair similarity computation algorithm to allow the learning over larger training sets.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we review the cross-pair similarity model and its limits; in Sec. 3, we introduce our model for typed anchors; in Sec. 4 we describe how we limit the computational cost of the similarity; in Sec. 5 we present the two submission experiments, and in Sec. 6 we draw some conclusions.
2 Cross-pair similarity and its limits 2.1 Learning entailment rules with syntactic cross-pair similarity
The cross-pair similarity model (Zanzotto and Moschitti, 2006) proposes a similarity measure aiming at capturing rewrite rules from training examples, computing a cross-pair similarity K S ((T , H ), (T , H )). The rationale is that if two pairs are similar, it is extremely likely that they have the same entailment value. The key point is the use of placeholders to mark the relations between the sentence words. A placeholder co-indexes two substructures in the parse trees of text and hypothesis, indicating that such substructures are related. For example, the sentence pair, "All companies file annual reports" implies "All insurance companies file annual reports", is represented as follows: 
This is the rewrite rule they have in common. Then, E 2 can be likely classified as a valid entailment, as it shares the rule with the valid entailment E 1 . The cross-pair similarity model uses: (1) a tree similarity measure K T (τ 1 , τ 2 ) (Collins and Duffy, 2002) that counts the subtrees that τ 1 and τ 2 have in common; (2) a substitution function t(·, c) that changes names of the placeholders in a tree according to a set of correspondences between placeholders c. Given C as the collection of all correspondences between the placeholders of (T , H ) and (T , H ), the cross-pair similarity is computed as:
The cross-pair similarity K S , used in a kernel-based learning model as the support vector machines, allows the exploitation of implicit true and false entailment rewrite rules described in the examples.
Limits of the syntactic cross-pair similarity
Learning from examples using cross-pair similarity is an attractive and effective approach. However, the cross-pair strategy, as any machine learning approach, is highly sensitive on how the examples are represented in the feature space, as this can strongly bias the performance of the classifier. Consider for example the following texthypothesis pair, which can lead to an incorrect rule, if misused. 
In the basic cross-pair similarity model, the learnt rule would be the following:
where the verbs kill and die are connected by the y placeholder. This rule is useful to classify examples like:
T6
"Cows are vegetarian but, to save money on mass-production, farmers fed cows animal extracts." H6 "Cows have eaten animal extracts."
but it will clearly fail when used for:
T7
"FDA warns migraine medicine makers that they are illegally selling migraine medicines without federal approval." H7 "Migraine medicine makers declared that their medicines have been approved."
where warn and declare are connected as generically similar verbs. The problem of the basic cross-pair similarity measure is that placeholders do not convey the semantic knowledge needed in cases such as the above, where the semantic relation between connected verbs is essential.
Computational cost of the cross-similarity measure
Let us go back to the computational cost of K S (eq. 1). It heavily depends on the size of C. We define p and p as the placeholders of, respectively, (T , H ) and (T , H ). As C is combinatorial with respect to |p | and |p |, |C| rapidly grows. Assigning placeholders only to chunks helps controlling their number. For example, in the RTE data the number of placeholders hardly goes beyond 7, as hypotheses are generally short sentences. But, even in these cases, the number of K T computations grows. As the trees t(Γ, c) are obtained from a single tree Γ (containing placeholder) applying different c ∈ C, it is reasonable to think that they will share common subparts. Then, during the iterations of c ∈ C, K T (t(Γ , c), t(Γ , c)) will compute the similarity between subtrees that have already been evaluated. The reformulation of the cross-pair similarity function we present takes advantage of this.
Adding semantic information to cross-pair similarity
The examples in the previous section show that the cross-pairs approach lacks the lexical-semantic knowledge connecting the words in a placeholder.
In the examples, the missed knowledge is the type of semantic relation between the main verbs. The relation that links kill and die is not a generic similarity, as a WordNet based similarity measure can suggest, but a more specific causal relation. The learnt rewrite rule R 5 holds only for verbs in such relation. In facts, it is correctly applied in example E 6 , as feed causes eat, but it gives a wrong suggestion in example E 7 , since warn and declare are only related by a generic similarity relation. We then need to encode this information in the syntactic trees in order to learn correct rules.
Defining anchor types
The idea of introducing anchor types should be in principle very simple and effective. Yet, this may be not the case: simpler attempts to introduce semantic information in RTE systems have often failed. To investigate the validity of our idea, we then need to focus on a small set of relevant relation types, and to carefully control ambiguity for each type.
A valuable source of relation types among words is WordNet. We choose to integrate in our system three important relation standing at the word level: part-of, antinomy, and verb entailment. We also define two more general anchor types: similarity and the surface matching. The first type links words which are similar according to some WordNet similarity measure. Specifically, this type is intended to 
Type anchors in the syntactic tree
To learn more correct rewrite rules by using the anchor types defined in the previous section, we need to add this information to syntactic trees. The best position would be in the same nodes of the anchors. Also, to be more effective, this information should be inserted in as many subtrees as possible. This rule can be easily showed to be consistent with common sense intuitions. For an example like "John is a tall boy" that does not entail "John is a short boy", our strategy will produce these trees:
This representation can be used to derive a correct rewrite rule, such as: if two fragments have the same syntactic structure S(N P 1 , V P (AU X, N P 2 )), and there is an antonym type (↔) on the S and N P 2 , then the 
Reducing computational cost of the cross-pair similarity computation

The original kernel function
In this section, we describe more in detail the similarity function K S (Eq. 1). To simplify, we focus on the computation of only one K T of the kernel sum.
where the (Γ , Γ ) pair can be either (T , T ) or (H , H ). We apply this simplification since we are interested in optimizing the evaluation of the K T with respect to different sets of correspondences c ∈ C.
To better explain K S , we need to analyze the role of the substitution function t(Γ, c) and to review the tree kernel function K T .
The aim of t(Γ, c) is to coherently replace placeholders in two trees Γ and Γ so that these two trees can be compared. The substitution is carried out according to the set of correspondences c. Let p and p be placeholders of Γ and Γ , respectively, if p ⊆ p then c is a bijection between a subset p ⊆ p and p . For example (Fig. 1) , the trees Γ 1 has p 1 ={ a , b , c , d } as placeholder set and Γ 2 has p 2 ={ 1 , 2 , 3 }. In this case, a possible set of correspondence is c 1 = {(a, 1), (b, 2), (c, 3)}. In Fig. 1 the substitution function replaces each placeholder a of the tree Γ 1 with the new placeholder a:1 by t(·, c) obtaining the transformed tree t(Γ 1 , c 1 ), and each placeholder 1 of Γ 2 with a:1 . After these substitutions, the labels of the two trees can be matched and the similarity function K T is applicable.
, as defined in (Collins and Duffy, 2002) , computes the number of common subtrees between τ and τ .
An observation to reduce the computational cost
The above section has shown that the similarity function K S firstly applies the transformation t(·, c) and then computes the tree kernel K T . The overall process can be optimized by factorizing redundant K T computations. Indeed, two trees, t(Γ, c ) and t(Γ, c ), obtained by applying two sets of correspondences c , c ∈ C, may partially overlap since c and c can share a nonempty set of common elements. Let us consider the subtree set S shared by t(Γ, c ) and t(Γ, c ) such that they contain placeholders in c ∩ c = c, then t(γ, c) = t(γ, c ) = t(γ, c ) ∀γ ∈ S. Therefore if we apply a tree kernel function K T to a pair (Γ , Γ ), we can find a c such that subtrees of Γ and subtrees of Γ are invariant with respect to c and c . Therefore, , c ), t(γ , c ) ). This implies that it is possible to refine the dynamic programming algorithm used to compute the ∆ matrices while com-puting the kernel K S (Γ , Γ ).
To better explain this idea let us consider Fig. 1 that represents two trees, Γ 1 and Γ 2 , and the application of two different transformations c 1 = {(a, 1), (b, 2), (c, 3)} and c 2 = {(a, 1), (b, 2), (d, 3)}. Nodes are generally in the form X i z where X is the original node label, z is the placeholder, and i is used to index nodes of the tree. Two nodes are equal if they have the same node label and the same placeholder. The first column of the figure represents the original trees Γ 1 and Γ 2 . The second and third columns contain respectively the transformed trees t(Γ, c 1 ) and t(Γ, c 2 )
Since the subtree of Γ 1 starting from A 2 a contains only placeholders that are in c, in the transformed trees, t(Γ 1 , c 1 ) and t(Γ 1 , c 2 ), the subtrees rooted in A 2 a:1 are identical. The same happens for Γ 2 with the subtree rooted in A 2 1 . In the transformed trees, t(Γ 2 , c 1 ) and t(Γ 2 , c 2 ), subtrees rooted in A 2 a:1 are identical. The computation of K T applied to the above subtrees gives an identical result. Then, this computation can be avoided. If correctly used in a dynamic programming algorithm, the above observation can produce an interesting decrease in the time computational cost. More details on the algorithm and the decrease in computational cost may be found in (Moschitti and Zanzotto, 2007) .
Experimental Results
Experimental Setup
We implemented the novel cross-similarity kernel in the SVM-light-TK (Moschitti, 2006) that encodes the basic syntactic kernel K T in SVM-light (Joachims, 1999) .
To assess the validity of the typed anchor model (tap), we evaluated two sets of systems: the plain and lexical-boosted systems. The plain systems are: -tap: our tree-kernel approach using typed placeholders with climbing in the syntactic tree; -tree: the cross-similarity model described in Sec.2. Its comparison with tap indicates the effectiveness of our approaches; The lexical-boosted systems are: -lex: a standard approach based on lexical overlap. The classifier uses as the only feature the lexical overlap similarity score described in (Corley and Mihalcea, 2005) ; -lex+tap: these configurations mix lexical overlap and our typed anchor approaches; -lex+tree: the comparison of this configuration with lex+tap should further support the validity of our intuition on typed anchors; Preliminary experiments have been performed using two datasets: RTE2 (the 1600 entailment pairs from the RTE-2 challenge) and RTE3d (the development dataset of this challenge). We randomly divided this latter in two halves: RT E3d 0 and RT E3d 1 . Table 2 reports the results of the experiments. The first column indicates the training set whereas the second one specifies the used test set. The third and the forth columns represent the accuracy of basic models: the original tree model and the enhanced tap model. The latter three columns report the basic lex model and the two combined models, lex+tree and lex+tap. The second and the third rows represent the accuracy of the models with respect to the first randomly selected half of RT E3d whilst the last two rows are related to the second half.
Investigatory Results Analysis and Submission Results
The experimental results show some interesting facts. In the case of the plain systems (tree and tap), we have the following observations: -The use of the typed anchors in the model seems to be effective. All the tap model results are higher than the corresponding tree model results. This suggests that the method used to integrate this kind of information in the syntactic tree is effective. -The claim that using more training material helps seems not to be supported by these experiments. The gap between tree and tap is higher when learning with RT E2 + RT E3d 0 than when learning with RT E3 0 . This supports the claim. However, the result is not kept when learning with RT E2 + RT E3d 1 with respect to when learning with RT E3 1 . This suggests that adding not very specific information, i.e. derived from corpora different from the target one (RTE3), may not help the learning of accurate rules.
On the other hand, in the case of the lexicalboosted systems (lex, lex+tree, and lex+tap), we see that: -When the tap model is used in combination with the lex model, it seems that the claim "the more training examples the better" is valid. The gaps between lex and lex+tap are higher when the RT E2 is used in combination with the RT E3d related set.
Given this analysis we submitted two systems both based on the lex+tap model. We did two different training: one using RT E3d and the other using RT E2 + RT E3d. Results are reported in the Such results seem too low to be statistically consistent with our development outcome. This suggests that there is a clear difference between the content of RT E3d and the RT E3 test set. Moreover, in contrast with what expected, the system trained with only the RT E3d data is more accurate than the others. Again, this suggests that the RTE corpora (from all the challenges) are most probably very different.
Conclusions and final remarks
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to effectively include shallow semantics in syntax-based learning approaches. Moreover, as it happened in RTE2, it is not always true that more learning examples increase the accuracy of RTE systems. This claim is still under investigation.
